
William Shakespeare

Widely regarded as the 

greatest writer in English 

Literature



Shakespeare

• 1563-1616 in Stratford-on-Avon, England

• Father was a fairly prosperous merchant 

and mother was the daughter of a landlord

• Married Anne Hathaway in 1582 –

Shakespeare was 18 and Hathaway was 26

• Couple had three children



Career

• Wrote 37 plays and approximately 

154 sonnets

–Had an extremely extensive 

vocabulary (even created some new 

words or uses for words)

• Started out as an actor



The Globe Theater

• Built outside London in 1599 and 

housed most of Shakespeare’s plays

• Round or octagonal in shape, 

contained no roof, and held 2,000-

3,000 people

• Destroyed by a fire in 1613

• Theater was replicated and re-opened 

in 1997





http://www.squidoo.com/type=text


Romeo and Juliet

• Written @ 1595

• Considered a tragedy

• Inspired many modern day 

love stories (books and 

movie)



Blank Verse

• Credited as 1st person to use this 

style of writing

• Much of R & J is written in it:

– Rhymed and unrhymed verse

– iambic (unstressed, stressed)

– pentameter( 5 “feet” to a line)

• ends up being 10 syllable lines



Prose

• Ordinary writing that is not 

poetry, drama, or song

–Only characters in the lower 

social classes speak this way in 

Shakespeare’s plays



Tragedy (Shakespearean)

• Drama where the central character(s) 

suffer disaster/great misfortune

– In many tragedies, downfall results 

from:

•Fate

•Character flaw/Fatal flaw

•Combination of the two



Dramatic Foil

• A character whose purpose 

is to show off/antagonize 

another character



Round characters

•Characters  who have 

many personality 

traits, like real people.



Flat Characters

• One-dimensional, embodying 

only a single trait

–Shakespeare often uses them to 

provide comic relief even in a 

tragedy



Static Characters

• Characters within a story 

who remain the same.  They 

do not change.  They do not 

change their minds,  

opinions or characteristics.



Dynamic Character

•Characters who change

somehow during the 

course of the plot.  They 

generally change for the 

better. 



Monologue

• One person speaking on stage

– there may be other characters 

on stage too, but they are 

listening to the speech.



Soliloquy

• Long speech expressing the 

thoughts of a character alone 

on stage.  

• They are speaking their thoughts 

aloud so that the audience knows 

how they are feeling.



Aside

•Words spoken, usually in 

an undertone; not 

intended to be heard by 

all characters

• Intended for audience



Pun

• Humorous use of a word with two 

meanings—sometimes missed by the 

reader because of Elizabethan 

language 

– “Speaking ill of the dead is a grave 

mistake.”

– “I used to look for gold, but it didn’t pan 

out.”



Direct Address

• Words that tell the reader who is 

being addressed:

• “A right fair mark, fair coz, is 

soonest hit.”

• “Ah, my mistresses, which of you 

all/ Will now deny to dance?”



Irony

Dramatic Irony

• A contradiction 

between what a 

character thinks 

and what the 

reader/audience 

knows to be true

Verbal 

Irony

•Words used 

to suggest the 

opposite of 

what is 

meant

Situational 

Irony

•An event 

occurs that 

directly 

contradicts the 

expectations of 

the characters, 

the reader, or 

the audience 



Comic Relief

• Use of comedy within literature to 

provide “relief” from seriousness 

or sadness.  

• In R & J, look for moments of 

comic relief that help “relieve” the 

tragedy of the situation


